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Abstract Numerical simulations show that impactors can penetrate Europa’s ice, creating conduits to the
underlying ocean. Breaching becomes inevitable when transient cavity depth exceeds 90% of ice thickness.
Results indicate that a 0.5 km comet would penetrate 5 km ice, and a 5 km comet could breach 40 km ice.
Thinner ice would be breached more frequently, thicker ice less so, but even the 40 km upper estimates for
ice thickness would be penetrated by comets with recurrence intervals less than 250 Ma. If actual ice
thickness is 8–13 km (indicated by comparing Europan and simulated crater geometries), the ocean could be
exposed by impactors in the range 0.7–1.5 km, which have recurrence intervals ≈3 to 7 Ma. Thus, it seems that
Europa’s ice has been penetrated often in the past and possibly in geologically recent time. The largest
known impact sites, Callanish and Tyre, probably represent transition from craters to penetrating impacts.
The geomorphic expression of full penetration must exist on the surface; chaos terrain is a candidate.
Astrobiological materials could be transported to the ocean via these impact-created conduits.

1. Introduction
How does Europa’s sub-ice ocean communicate with the surface? And how thick is the ice barrier? These
questions have been at the forefront of Europa studies since Galileo data revealed the probable existence
of a liquid water layer [Kivelson et al., 2000]. The presence of salts in surface ice [e.g., Hand and Carlson,
2015] indicates transfer of ocean materials to the exterior, but how that happens is not understood, nor do
we know how materials might move from the surface into the ocean beneath. This latter is particularly
relevant to exobiological modeling: organic molecules have certainly been delivered by impacting comets,
and radiative bombardment within Jupiter’s magnetosphere produces oxidants and organic molecules at
Europa’s surface; but transport to the ocean is required to provide an inventory of biologic precursors and
energy sources to Europa’s putative biotic system [Chyba and Phillips, 2001].
Impacts have the potential to excavate through the ice and create surface-to-ocean conduits via which twoway mass transfer might be achieved [Turtle and Pierazzo, 2001; Turtle and Ivanov, 2002; Senft and Stewart,
2011; Bray et al., 2014], but whether this is an important process on Europa—or whether it occurs at all—
has not been established. In this study we model the limiting conditions for ice penetration and deﬁne a
set of breaching criteria. Using impactor population statistics [Zahnle et al., 1998, 2003], we estimate likely
recurrence intervals for crust-breaching impactors and show that breaching must be a recurring event at
Europa. By comparing the geometry of numerically simulated craters with measurements from Europa, we
test existing estimates for ice thickness [Schenk, 2002; Bray et al., 2014] and conﬁrm that it is likely to be close
to 10 km. But we also show that—no matter what ice thickness is preferred for Europa—there is an impactor
size with geologically reasonable recurrence interval that is likely to breach it. And thus, it is plausible that
impacts may mediate transfer of prebiotic components to the ocean.

2. Numerical Modeling Methods
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Simulating planetary impact dynamics, because of the high shocks and strain rates involved, requires code
that can solve equations for conservation of momentum, mass, and energy simultaneously with the equation(s) of state and constitutive relationships (that describe the material response). These shock physics codes
can predict impactor and target responses from ﬁrst principles and are therefore a standard mechanism for
investigating the dynamics and outcomes of impacts on Earth and elsewhere [e.g., Turtle and Pierazzo, 2001;
Weiss et al., 2006; Wünnemann et al., 2006; Bray et al., 2008; Pierazzo et al., 2008; Senft and Stewart, 2011; Jutzi
et al., 2015].
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We used the iSALE (impact Simpliﬁed Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian) code v.7.0, which was developed from
earlier SALE code [Amdsen et al., 1980] speciﬁcally for impact simulations [Collins et al., 2004, 2011].
All impacts were vertical (required by the axisymmetric structure of the 2-D code). The modeled target
consisted of a solid ice sheet overlying liquid water that extended to the base of the computational
mesh. The range of ice thicknesses, 1–40 km, corresponds to the published range of estimates for
Europa [e.g., Schenk, 2002; Billings and Kattenhorn, 2005; Nimmo and Giese, 2005; Singer et al., 2010]. Our
constitutive model for ice (Table S1 in the supporting information) was based on recent work [Senft
and Stewart, 2011; Bray et al., 2014], and we used the Tillotson equation of state as implemented in
iSALE [Wünnemann et al., 2006]. For the underlying water, we experimented with both Tillotson and
ANEOS (Analytic Equation Of State), ﬁnding no measurable differences between cavity dimensions in
duplicate runs. We applied a simple conductive proﬁle across the ice, with a thermal gradient from surface
temperature of 100 K (consistent with Europan observations [Spencer et al., 1999; Rathbun et al., 2010]) to
the appropriate pressure-dependent ice melting temperature at the ice-water contact. Heat ﬂow was
calculated according to Bray et al. [2014], using a thermal conductivity of 3.3 W m1 K1 [Barr and
Showman, 2009]. Damage—a dimensionless parameter describing the degree of fracturing in the target
[Collins et al., 2004]—was calculated using an iSALE subroutine based on work of Ivanov et al. [1997].
We used a thermal softening parameter [Collins et al., 2004] to account for the effects of temperature
increase on the ice yield strength and the block model of acoustic ﬂuidization [Melosh, 1979; Melosh
and Ivanov, 1999; Ivanov and Artemieva, 2002] to model impact-related strength degradation and crater
collapse. The block model implementation in iSALE assumes that the viscosity of the ﬂuidized zone and
the decay time of the ﬂuidization are linearly proportional to impactor radius [Wünnemann and Ivanov,
2003], and we adopted proportionality constants as used in Senft and Stewart [2011] and Bray et al.
[2014] (Table S1).
Simulated impactors were ice spheres with density 910 kg/m3. Actual cometary impactors would be
compositionally heterogeneous and porous, with bulk density about 600 kg m3 [Weissman et al.,
2004; A’Hearn et al., 2005]: we used Pi-group gravity scaling [Schmidt and Housen, 1987; Holsapple,
1993] to convert to Europa-appropriate densities and associated bolide sizes. Diameters ranged from
15–8768 m (equivalent to ice bolides 10–6893 m at 26 km s1 or to cometary nuclei 11–8435 m diameter: see Table S2). Resolution tests—duplicate runs at 10 and at 20 cells per projectile radius—
showed that the higher resolution made no signiﬁcant difference in our measurements, so to reduce
computation time, we used 10 cells per projectile radius for the bulk of our data collection.
Most simulations were run at 15 km s1 impact velocity, which is less than the estimated 26.5 km s1
median impact velocity at Europa [Zahnle et al., 1998]. High impact velocities require smaller time steps
to run smoothly and take far more computation time (adding weeks or months to each simulation),
therefore it is a common practice to use 15 km s1, scaling the energies [Ivanov and Turtle, 2001;
Senft and Stewart, 2011; Bray et al., 2014]. We converted the data to equivalent 26.5 km s1 impacts
using Pi-group scaling [Schmidt and Housen, 1987; Holsapple, 1993], although it is worth pointing out
that the raw 15 km s1 results provide Europa-relevant data, as aprroximately 8% of JFCs collide
with Europa at speeds 9–15 km s1 [Zahnle et al., 1998, Figure 4]. To ensure that the Pi-scaled results
were indeed representative of higher-velocity outcomes, we ran some simulations at 26.5 km s1 for
comparison. All are reported in Table S2, where it can be veriﬁed that both the low-velocity and scaled
equivalent impactors at higher velocity produced the same crater geometries.
We varied ice thickness and impact energy to test a wide range of possible scenarios. Europa’s ice thickness
is unknown: ﬁrm constraints are few, and both lateral and secular variation in shell thickness are possible
[Nimmo and Manga, 2009]. We therefore simulated impact into a full range of published thickness estimates (1–40 km) [Billings and Kattenhorn, 2005; Nimmo and Manga, 2009]. Impact energies likewise have
to be inferred. Jupiter Family Comets (JFCs) probably dominate the impactor population at Europa
[Zahnle, 2001], and primary impact craters on Europa record masses of the impactor population in recent
geologic time. Midsize (20 km) craters correspond to comets of about 1 km diameter (assuming 600 kg m3
density) [Zahnle et al., 2003], and the largest craters preserved on Europa (≈40–45 km) could have been
formed by 1.5–2 km objects [Cox et al., 2008]. As the JFC population includes substantially larger objects
[Weissman and Lowry, 2003], and especially because recent analysis suggests an excess of potential
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impactors in the 3–6 km range [Fernández et al., 2013], Europa must have experienced larger impacts that
are either unrecognized or unpreserved. To accommodate this population, we experimented with Pi-scaled
equivalent JFCs as large as 8.5 km diameter.
We recorded transient depth Ht as the maximum depth measured below the preimpact surface. Transient
diameter Dt was measured (also using the original ground surface as the datum) at the time when the ejecta
curtain ceased expanding and began its return to the surface, which corresponded in the simulations to the
appearance of a kink near the base of the ejecta curtain’s outer surface (criterion of Gault and Sonett [1982;
their Figure 13]). Final depth Hf and diameter Df were measured relative to the crater rim—which was taken
as the topographically highest point of the elevated circum-crater material [e.g., Collins et al., 2002]—after
ﬁnal motions ceased. Cessation of motion was determined by lack of change in depth or diameter over
several tens or hundreds of seconds, depending on impact scale. To be sure that we captured ﬁnal impact
crater dimensions, we ran most simulations out to 1500–5000 s postimpact, which was sufﬁcient to conﬁrm
ﬁnal dimensions for most impacts (Table S2).
Impactor recurrence intervals were calculated using cratering rates from Zahnle et al. [2003; their Table 3 and
Figure 3]. We extracted the estimated occurrence rates for different sized craters (per 106 km2 yr1) from their
Figure 3. We used crater scaling to derive the corresponding impactor size and then recast the rates per unit
area as recurrence intervals at Europa

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Comparing Our Outcomes With Existing Scaling Predictions
The relationship between transient and ﬁnal diameters for icy bodies (based on data from Ganymede and
Callisto) [McKinnon and Schenk, 1995] is expected to be within 15% of
Df ≈ 1:176D1:108
t
A regression through our data (using craters and transitional impacts, for which both Dt and Df were measurable: Table S2) has R2 = 0.993 and yields the similar relationship
Df ≈ 0:872D1:087
t
Transitional diameters in our simulations are, on average, within 18% of those predicted by the McKinnon
and Schenk relationship, which is comfortingly close, especially given the very thin ice used in some of our
runs. The degree of agreement is crater size dependent: closer for small craters and less close for larger
craters (Figure 1).
The discrepancy between our data and the McKinnon and Schenk [1995] prediction is within expected
variance, demonstrating that the simulation outcomes align with independently established scaling laws: this
promotes conﬁdence in the results. We propose, however, that the difference between our equation and that
of McKinnon and Schenk [1995] may be meaningful and useful in its own right, because of the greater range of
crater sizes addressed in our study. The McKinnon and Schenk [1995] relationship is based on craters in the
range 5–40 km; those included in this analysis range from 1–145 km, the wider size range probably reduces
the uncertainty in the exponent.
3.2. Transient Cavity Geometry Controlled by Ice Thickness and Bolide Size
Transient cavities produced by water impacts differ from those in solid half-spaces [Gault and Sonett, 1982].
Our experiments, which bridge the gap between those end members, reveal how transient cavity geometry
evolves as a function of ice thickness and impactor size. As ice becomes thinner relative to bolide diameter,
transient cavities become deeper relative to their width (Figure 2). The canonical Ht/Dt ratio for transient
cavities in solid half-spaces is in the range 0.25–0.33 [Melosh and Ivanov, 1999], and in this data set, thickice impacts—where bolides are shielded from the rheologic effects of the underlying ocean—yield cavities
with those kinds of values. As bolides excavate proportionally deeper, however, approaching the ice-water
boundary more closely, cavities grow deeper relative to their width. The Ht/Dt ratios for impactors transitional
to full penetration are between 0.44 and 0.49, which match those of water impacts [Gault and Sonett, 1982].
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Figure 1. Final crater diameter Df (measured from simulation data) versus
predicted Df (calculated McKinnon and Schenk [1995] equation). Overall,
the agreement between predicted and simulated diameters is very good,
2
with R > 0.99. The line on the graph is a simple 1:1 correlation. Smaller
craters (Df < 10 km) tend to fall on the 1:1 line; for larger diameters the
predicted Df values are larger than simulated.

As recognized in previous work [Turtle
and Ivanov, 2002; Senft and Stewart,
2011], breaching occurs not during the
initial impact stages (compression and
excavation) but during crater modiﬁcation (e.g., Movies S1 and S2). As the
target rebounds, a central peak (mostly
liquid) rises upward. Additional melting
occurs during decompression, and
simultaneously the base of the ice crust
domes upward. At this point there is
(warm) ice separating the liquid in the
central peak from the ocean water, but
as the peak collapses, the ice-water
boundary is still deforming upward.
During this stage the last of the ice disappears from the center of the impact
structure, either melted or displaced,
and there is continuous liquid from surface to underlying ocean. In most cases
there is sufﬁcient momentum to generate growth and collapse of one or two
more central peaks before the large
vertical motions cease.

3.4. The Breaching Criterion: Under What Conditions Is Ice Penetrated?

Transient Depth:Diametr Ratio

We simulated nonpenetrating craters, boundary cases where the ice shell was barely breached, and full penetration where impactors punched right through the ice (Table S2). Transient cavity depth Ht (Figure 3) is the primary
controlling factor. In nonpenetrating cases, the transient cavity is fully contained in the ice, whereas in full
penetrations it extends well down into the underlying water. The geometry of the transient cavity also
changes as the ice-thickness: bolide-diameter relationship changes (Figure 2). Of greatest interest are the boundary cases, as those deﬁne the limiting conditions for impact penetration. As the ratio between Ht and ice thickness
Tice approaches 1, the transient cavity
impinges on the ice-water boundary. The
integrity of the ice layer is eventually lost,
0.5
resulting in a continuous surface-to-ocean
water column (Figure 3, Case 2; Movies S1
and S2). This situation is the boundary
0.45
case for ice breaching (Table S2).

0.4

0.35
Boundary case: surface-ocean water column
Crater: no surface-ocean communication

0.3
10

100

Ratio of Ice Thickness to Impactor Diameter
Figure 2. As bolides become bigger relative to ice thickness, transient
cavity geometry changes, becoming deeper relative to width.
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The boundary cases are the lowestenergy occurrence of impact penetration
for any ice thickness and can therefore
be used to deﬁne the conditions at which
breaching is inevitable. The boundary
cases fall on a straight line in log-log plots
of impact parameters (green crosses
in Figure 4). In Ht versus Tice space
(Figure 4a), a robust regression though
these points (R2 > 0.99) deﬁnes the
breaching equation:
Ht ðkmÞ ≥ 0:964 T ice ðkmÞ0:983

(1)
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Figure 3. Snapshots for three cases—a nonpenetrating crater, a boundary case breach, and a full penetration—showing initial conﬁguration of impactor and target,
the moment of maximum transient cavity depth Ht, and a time late in the crater-modiﬁcation process. The images show that Ht determines whether an impact will
be ice breaching. Targets are color coded for temperature. Time increases from left to right, and each panel shows the postimpact time in seconds. Progressively
higher impact energies are arranged from top to bottom. The 273 K isotherms are shown by a thin black line in each case (except Case 1, where the water layer
is below the ﬁeld of view). The three cases shown are run numbers 37.04, 33.11, and 33.23 (see Table S2).

Given the uncertainties inherent in this kind of calculation [McKinnon and Schenk, 1995], it seems reasonable
to parse the equation more simply as its approximate equivalent:
Ht ðkmÞ ≥ 0:9 T ice ðkmÞ

(2)

Thus, the breaching criterion is Ht ≈ 0.9Tice.
For a more intuitive comparison, we have also parsed the breaching criterion in terms of impactor diameter
Dp (based on an impactor arriving at the median Europa impact velocity of 26.5 km s1: Figure 4b, left-hand
axis). Penetration occurs when
Dp ðkmÞ ≥ 0:046 T ice 1:283 ðkmÞð4Þ
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We tested our results by incorporating data
from other studies into this analytical framework. Figure 4 includes two data points
from Senft and Stewart [2011], representing
impact at Ganymede: a 10 km bolide hitting
25 km ice had Ht > Tice, and thus corresponds to a full penetration (blue S on
Figure 4); the same impactor into 50 km
ice had Ht ≈ Tice and is therefore plotted
as a boundary case (green S on Figure 4).
The boundary case impact is colinear with
our data, validating the breaching criteria
given above.
A second test, and additional insight into
impact dynamics, comes from comparison
of the data with those of Bray et al. [2014],
who reported that full penetration (Ht > Tice)
occurred where Tice was less than 7 times
Dp (for ice projectiles at 15 km s1). We
conﬁrm this result (validating our methods) but show further that it applies only
to ice thicknesses in the range 10–30 km
and that in fact the relationship varies
systematically with ice thickness: for thinner ice, the projectile-diameter multiplier
increases (to about 9 in 5 km ice), and it
decreases for thicker ice (5 in 40 km ice).
Further comparison with the Senft and
Stewart [2011] simulations—in which the
boundary case penetration occurred when
Tice was 5 times greater than Dp (Figure 4)
—underscores this interpretation.

These results (Table S2) mean that ice
5 km thick would be breached by cometary impactors 400–500 m diameter;
that 10 km ice would be breached by an
object ≈1 km across; and that even
40 km ice would be subject to penetration
by a bolide of 5–7 km diameter (depending on density and impact velocity).
Impactors of these sizes are expected to
encounter Europa at intervals ranging
from <100 kyr to 250 Ma (based on
Zahnle et al. [2003]), which means that
whether Europa’s ice is thick or thin, it
has been subject to penetration over
geologic time. Determining the frequency with which this has happened then becomes a question of
narrowing the likely thickness range.
Figure 4. Impact outcomes and breaching criteria. (a) Transient cavity
depths in ice of varying thickness. (b) Relationships between impactor
size, ice thickness, and impact outcome. Projectile diameters (on
the left Y axis in Figure 4) are gravity scaled to represent impacts at the
1
nominal Europa median velocity of 26.5 km s . See Table S2 for the
data. Points marked with “S” are data from Senft and Stewart [2011] and
represent impacts (at Ganymede). The blue S represents full breach
of a 25 km ice crust, equivalent to our full-penetration outcomes; the
green S represents the case where the transient cavity extends to
the base of a 50 km ice crust, equivalent to our boundary case data.
2
Regression lines (R > 0.99 ) are ﬁt to the boundary case outcomes
(green crosses), which represent the lowest energy and/or smallest ice
thickness at which full ice penetration is achieved. The equations of
these lines provide breaching criteria for impacts at Europa.

3.5. Constraints on Europan Ice Thickness
Schenk’s [2002] classic depth-diameter (H/D) curve for Europan craters shows that small features follow
the same trend as craters on rocky bodies, but that at diameters > 8 km, the H/D curve ﬂattens and then rolls
over sharply, with larger craters becoming dramatically shallower as size increases (Figure 5). Numerical
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simulations duplicating Europan
H/D trends can therefore provide
insight into Europan ice thickness
[Bray et al., 2014].

1

Simulated impacts produce the
same rollover pattern at all ice
thicknesses but only for ≈10 km
0.1
ice do the data fall on the Schenk
curve (Figure 5). This result is
slightly different from that of Bray
et al. [2014], for whom impacts
into 7 km thick ice fell within the
0.01
1
10
0.1
100 200
Schenk envelope. The discrepancy
Crater Diameter (km)
can be attributed to a small differFigure 5. Depth-diameter measurements from Europa [Schenk, 2002] and shock ence in constitutive model inputs
physics code simulations (Table S2). Europan values are shown as black dots; the (we used a value of zero for the
enclosing grey envelope shows the likely range of values for Europa. Simulated cohesion of fully damaged ice
craters are open circles; boundary case penetrations are crosses, color coded for
[Ivanov et al., 1997; Senft and
crust thickness. (Full penetration impacts are not plotted because crater-center
Stewart, 2011], whereas Bray et al.
oscillations continue beyond the run time, precluding accurate measurements
used 0.05 MPa). Given the limita[Senft and Stewart, 2011]). Lines connecting simulation data points represent
depth-diameter trends for different ice thicknesses (solid where constrained by tions in our understanding of
data, dashed where inferred). The characteristic rollover occurs at small crater
impact physics in low-temperature
diameters in thinner crust and at progressively larger diameters as crust gets
ice, the discrepancy between
thicker [Bray et al., 2014]. The data for the 10 km thick crust fall entirely within
these two estimates of Europan
the envelope containing the Europan measurements, suggesting that 10 km
ice thickness serves as a useful
may be a good estimate for ice thickness at Europa.
measure of uncertainty. The key
point is that multiple studies converge on ice thickness estimates in the vicinity of 10 km. Our calculations
and those of Bray et al. [2014] also align with Hand and Chyba’s [2007] 4–15 km value from analysis of
Galileo magnetometer data, and the median of published ice thickness estimates for Europa [Billings and
Kattenhorn, 2005] is 13 km. We do not imply that our model provides an absolutely correct answer (see note
about ice physics above, plus the probability that there are lateral thickness variations [Nimmo and Manga,
2009]), but we do believe that 10 km represents a good working estimate for a characteristic Europan ice
shell thickness.
3.6. Combining Simulation Results With Europan Crater Geomorphology
Europa’s larger (>10 km diameter) craters fall into three categories, with increasing levels of geomorphologic
oddness: normal complex (e.g., Maeve, Cilix, and Govannan), disrupted central peak (Amergin, Manannán,
and Pwyll), and multiring basin (Tyre and Callanish) [Schenk and Turtle, 2009]. All plot on the descending limb
of the Schenk [2002] rollover curve (Figure 5), indicating increased interaction with the underlying water and
possible transition to penetration [Kadel et al., 2000; Moore et al., 2001; Schenk, 2002; Bierhaus et al., 2009;
Pappalardo, 2010].
Comparison of real craters with the simulation data provides interpretive insights. Figure 4a shows simulated
ﬁnal crater diameter Df as a function of Tice. In this parameter space, the breaching criterion (again based on
regression through the boundary cases) is
Df ¼ 1:75 T ice 1:14

(4)

The grey band surrounding the boundary case data points is our interpretation of the likely transition zone. It
is based on 95% conﬁdence bounds on the regression line but drawn a bit fatter to acknowledge imprecision
of the interpretation: pending better characterization of the rheology of Europa’s crust, we cannot be too
bullish about the exact location of the line.
This framework provides a backhand, semiquantitative way to think about crust thickness variations, using
the diameters of mapped craters on Europa. The crater diameters are known. The ice thickness is not. But
the slope of the breaching line in Figure 6 places limitations on possible ice thicknesses at the time and place
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that the craters formed. For example,
normal complex craters must plot below
the breaching line (Figure 6b), as the
simulated craters do in Figure 6a. Smaller
craters like Govannan are not useful in this
analysis because they fall well below the
breaching line and could have formed
in a wide range of ice thicknesses. But
larger craters provide tighter constraints
because there is a limited parameter
space beneath the breaching line in
which they can be plotted; thus, the range
of possible ice thicknesses is restricted.
From this we can infer that Cilix could
not have formed in ice less than about
9 km thick, and Maeve requires at least
11 km ice (Figure 6b).

The next size class, disrupted centralmassif craters, exhibits a strange geomorIce thickness Tice (km)
phology related somehow to ice thickness
and rheology [Schenk and Turtle, 2009].
Figure 6. Final crater diameter Df versus ice thickness Tice. (a) Model
2
The three known craters in this category
data are shown. The line of ﬁt (R = 0.989) is run through the
(Manannán, Amergin, and Pwyll) have
boundary cases (green crosses) and deﬁnes another version of the
breaching criterion:
shallow ﬂoors, lumpy, chaos-like ﬁll, and
off-center
disorganized internal massifs,
1:14
Df ≥1:75 T ice
with vestigial and/or discontinuous rims
The pale grey band surrounding the regression line is a qualitative
[Moore et al., 2001; Schenk and Turtle,
assessment of the transition zone width, acknowledging the unquantiﬁable
2009].
Although Manannán required britbut real uncertainties in the data: for a given ice thickness, the transition
tle
ice
for formation, that layer may have
from crater to penetration is expected to happen somewhere in this
extended only to the transient crater
region. (b) Europa’s craters (diameters from [Schenk and Turtle, 2009])
in relation to this transition zone. Diameters for the multiring basins
depth, i.e., the impactor might have peneand the transitional /disrupted craters (except Pwyll) are not precisely
trated to a mobile layer beneath [Moore
known [Schenk and Turtle, 2009], so the stars are deliberately large,
et al., 2001; Greenberg and Geissler, 2002].
to encompass all likely diameters. Double-headed arrows represent
Recognizing that we do not fully underpossible ice thicknesses consistent with crater geomorphology and
stand them, we propose that these feamodel predictions.
tures should plot somewhere at or near
the base of the transition zone (Figure 6b), in which case again the slope of the breaching line provides some
constraint on ice thickness. By this interpretation, ice in the Amergin region (8–9 km) is or was thinner than
that near Pwyll (12–13 km). As pointed out by Schenk and Turtle [2009], the morphological differences
between the similarly sized Maeve (normal complex) and Manannán (disrupted central peak) suggest
different crust thicknesses at their formation sites, and that is supported by this analysis: for Manannán to plot
at the base of the transition zone and for Maeve to plot below it requires that Manannán formed in
thinner crust.
10

The multiring basins Callanish and Tyre are interpreted to represent penetration to the underlying
ocean [Kadel et al., 2000; Moore et al., 2001; Pappalardo, 2010], so should plot above the breaching line;
but as there is no evidence for wide-scale crust disruption of the sort that is expected to occur from a
full-on ice breach [Croft, 1981; Ong et al., 2005; Cox et al., 2008], they are probably close to the boundary (Figure 6b). To plot above the breaching line, these basins must have formed in ice thinner
than ≈15 km.
Thus, interpretation of Europan crater geomorphology dovetails with the results from the numerical simulations. Their measured diameters, juxtaposed with the calculated breaching criterion, produce ice thickness
estimates in the range 8–15 km, which (given all the inherent uncertainties) is fully consistent with the thickness predicted from the simulations.
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4. Ice-Breaching Frequency and Europa’s Missing Large-Crater Population
If Callanish and Tyre preserve boundary case (Ht ≈ 0.9Tice) impact sites, and if those 40–50 km features represent cometary impactors in the range 2–2.5 km diameter [Zahnle et al., 2003], then the recurrence interval for
penetrating impactors at Europa (based on relationships in Zahnle et al. [2003] is surprisingly short: between
7 and 11 Ma. Obviously, full penetrators (Ht > Tice) are less frequent than this but not by much, and the
40–90 Ma crater retention age [Bierhaus et al., 2009] means that some scars of larger penetrating impacts
should be preserved on Europa’s surface.
That there is a “missing” population of larger craters on Europa is not a new observation: studies of impact
frequency [Zahnle et al., 2008] and crater populations [Bierhaus et al., 2009] predict that Europa should have
several craters larger than 50 km. Given that the largest recognized craters on Europa (Tyre and Callanish) are
likely to have penetrated, if marginally, to the underlying ocean [Kadel et al., 2000; Moore et al., 2001;
Pappalardo, 2010], and given also that the data (Table S2) indicate that impacts producing craters 50 km
diameter or larger on Europa would have Ht > Tice, it seems likely that the missing crater population may
be represented by a category of fully penetrating impacts, with geomorphology that has not yet been
recognized [Cox et al., 2008; Bierhaus et al., 2009].
4.1. Chaos Terrain May Mark the Penetrating Impact Sites
A combination of observations suggests that chaos terrain may preserve the signature of penetrating
impacts. Supporting evidence includes geomorphic similarities between Europan chaos and terrestrial iceexplosion experiments [Billings and Kattenhorn, 2003; Billings, 2004]; impact experiments at both low and
hypervelocity that duplicate the features of chaos terrain [Ong et al., 2004; Scheider, 2007; Scheider and Cox,
2007]; analysis of size-frequency distribution of chaos areas and craters, which matches a Europa-appropriate
production function [Cox et al., 2008]; and the size-area distribution of secondary craters around the large
chaos area Thera Macula, which shows a radial, logarithmic size decrease away from Thera [Cox et al.,
2008]. Separately, but even more strongly in combination, these observations support the hypothesis that
some chaos terrain may mark sites of penetrating impacts. We must therefore look on more closely at
Europa for the missing penetrating impact sites.

5. Relevance for Astrobiology: Impact-Mediated Transfer Between Surface
and Ocean
Conservative estimates suggest 1–10 Gt of comet-borne C (in addition to N, P, and S) has been deposited at
Europa during solar system history [Pierazzo and Chyba, 2002]. Prebiotic compounds, as well as spores and
bacteria, can survive impact shock pressures [Burchell et al., 2004], and although the lifetime of organic molecules at Europa’s surface is very brief [Varnes and Jakosky, 1999], they may be buried and shielded by impact
gardening. Regolith formation and tidal-tectonic crustal movements may convey organic materials, as well as
the energy-bearing products of irradiation, downward within the ice [Cooper et al., 2001; Greenberg, 2010].
Transfer of these materials to the underlying ocean is a key aspect of astrobiologic models [e.g., Chyba and
Phillips, 2001; Hand et al., 2009].
Penetrating impacts play into this in three ways: by direct delivery of organic material to the ocean, by opening a surface-to-ocean conduit through which materials (chemical-energy-bearing radiation products as well
as immigrant organic matter) can fall, and by generating turbulent mixing through most of the water column
(e.g., Figure 3, Case 3, T = 5950 s).
Direct ocean seeding by the impactor is unlikely. Because low-density porous impactors—such as the JFCs
that constitute the main impactor population at Europa [Zahnle et al., 2003]—are subject to wholesale vaporization, with most of the mass being driven outward in the expansion plume [Pierazzo and Chyba, 2002], surviving prebiotic payload from comets is unlikely to end up in the crater. But there are other paths to the
subsurface. Organic freight deposited at distance from the impact site might enter the ocean directly if it
chances to land on an unfrozen conduit created by a prior impact, but this is probably a rare event. It is more
likely to be incorporated into regolith and buried by later ejecta, for potential transfer to the subsurface ocean
by tectonic process or by subsequent impact. It is this latter case that we consider the most likely mechanism
for surface-to-ocean transport of both organic deposits and radiolytic oxidants.
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Impact-related erosion of pre-existing materials during a penetrating impact event seems a likely way for prebiotic materials to enter the ocean. Creation of a surface-to-ocean conduit means that organic and radiolytic
material warehoused within the ice crust can be integrated during and after the impact event, as fragmented
and melted ice mix with exposed water. In broad thought-experiment terms, there are three main ways this
could happen. The most obvious is that collapsing crater walls will shed block ice into the open hole post
impact. Such ice will be fragmented by collisions with other clasts, increasing the exposed surface area. At
the same time, the boiling mass of exposed water in the throat of the impact site will be an effective melting
agent, acting on all surfaces with which it comes in contact (crater walls and infallen blocks). In addition,
seiches set up in the impact goblet will overtop the crater walls as tsunami-like bores (Movies S3 and S4),
eroding material as they surge across Europa’s surface (both by scour at the base of the turbulent ﬂow and
by dissolution of surface materials by the liquid water). Some of this (salt-bearing) water will pond and freeze
on the surface, but much will ﬂow back, either overland or—by analogy with glacial hydrology, e.g., [Benn
et al., 2009]—through cracks or possibly even moulin-like ducts. The return ﬂow will carry with it prebiotic
materials, probably including organic compounds deposited by previous impactors.

6. Summary and Conclusions
Detection of salts in surface ice indicates communication between Europa’s ocean and the exterior [Brown
and Hand, 2013; Hand and Carlson, 2015], and simulations demonstrate that the body’s ice is vulnerable to
penetration by impact. We do not claim that impact is the only mechanism by which surface-to-ocean
communication can occur, but impact penetration provides a viable mechanism for large-scale mass transfer,
by which oceanic salts could arrive at the surface and by which prebiotic materials could be transported to
the ocean.
Simulations indicate that events producing transient craters with depth >90% of the ice thickness are sufﬁcient to result in full surface-to-ocean conduits. Although the absolute rate at which such events occur
depends on Europan ice thickness, which is not fully constrained, the breaching recurrence interval for likely
ice thicknesses (7–13 km) might be less than 10 Ma. Even if ice is thicker than this, breaching is still indicated
at timescales that are geologically quite short (>250 Ma for breaching of 40 km ice). It therefore seems inescapable that Europa’s ice has been breached by impact. The challenge now is to recognize the sites where it
has happened: chaos terrain may hold the key.
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